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Honoring Gil and Ken Vander Broek 
Father & Son Navy Seamen 

Submarines WWI & WWII 
 
After listening to people complaining about the stay at home orders because of the Coronavirus COVID-
19 global pandemic, it was refreshing to listen to my 95 year-old father-in-law, Rev. Ken VanderBroek 
share some of his experiences in enemy waters during WWII as a Navy Seaman aboard the USS 
Blueback Submarine.  
 

 
Navy Seaman Ken Vander Broek holding a photo of his graduating class from U.S. Naval Training 
Station Great Lakes, IL Aug. 2, 1943, and the USS Blueback (SS-581) Battle Flag WWII on his lap, 
with his daughter Carole holding a photo of the submarine Ken’s Dad Gil served on during WWI. 

 
I enjoy the honor and privilege of being married to Rev. Ken Vander Broek’s second daughter, Sue. 



Ken said it was conversations with his Dad, (Gil), and listening to his stories of serving as a crewman on 
a submarine in WWI that motivated him to join the Navy and serve on a submarine in WWII. 
 

   
 
Ken was one of the 69 crew men, with 8 officers on the USS Blueback (SS-581). The spaces were small, 
the quarters were close, the diesel engines generated a lot of heat, there was no fresh air supply, and 
obviously no air-conditioning. They had a mission to accomplish and they performed it with excellence. 
They were armed with 18 torpedoes. 
 

   
USS Blueback (SS-581)                                                              Torpedo Room 

 
From 1943-46, Vander Broek, 95, served in the U.S. Navy, patrolling the Pacific aboard the submarine, 
USS Blueback. Among the Blueback’s adventures include sinking a 300-ton submarine chaser and eight 
smaller vessels and receiving two battle stars through her three tours. 
 
 



Chief Sam McCoskey, who’s stationed at Holland’s navy recruiting station, was honored to represent the 
U.S. Navy, listen to the stories and join Seaman Vander Broek for this photo. 
 

 
 
Identifying the symbols top left to right and around: Japanese man of war ships, Hit 2; torpedo; Japanese 
commercial ships; 3 spy rafts sent out; Japanese commercial ships; Japanese commercial ships, Hit 6; 
deck gun symbol, Jap man of war ship hit 1; lighthouse bombed. 
 

 
 



 
 

It’s hard to imagine what the conditions were like on a submarine in WWI. 
 

 
 
Family friend, Peter Kunkel, Marine veteran and former senior Pentagon official, enjoyed hearing Ken 
Vander Broek share his stories firsthand. He was also impressed with Gil Vander Broek’s flag from WWI.  
 

What is the difference between Gil Vander Broek’s flag and your flag? 
You may contact me for the answer if you can’t figure it out. 

 



Ken Vander Broek wrote this article on his typewriter in 1956. It is based on actual experiences in World 
War II aboard the USS Blueback. Join Ken on this excursion on a submarine in enemy waters. 
 

AN EYE FOR AN EYE 
 
“Cast off number three.” “Number three away, sir.”  
“Cast off number two.” “Number two away, sir.” 
“Cast off number four.” “Number four away, sir.” 
“Cast off number one, stow all lines.” “Number one away, sir. Stowing all lines.” 
 
The fully supplied grey monster of the deep was at last free to perform the function for which it was 
created, unhindered now by any ties to land. The carefully picked crew, stationed at various hidden 
points within her belly, at once became human machines completely void of free will, instantly obedient 
to a mass of lights and signals. Although the sun was well along on its peaceful journey, a thick, grey fog 
bank this morning would not be dispelled. The fog-horn repeatedly made attempts to force its eerie signal 
through the mists, only to be driven back as if somewhere over the unknown, shrouded depths a solid 
wall were present. Seagulls, born to be continually moving in search of food, were now compelled to ride 
the oily, restless seas – waiting. A small motor boat, cautiously making its way through the dense fog, 
dashes in fear for the edge of the channel as the grey monster suddenly appears and passes without so 
much as a glance, as if intent only upon larger morsels to satisfy its appetite. 
 
Having cleared the channel, the submarine USS Blueback now cautiously but deliberately swings into a 
north by north-westerly direction, blindly guided by faith in the well-worn charts and thoroughly 
understood instruments. Noon comes and goes; still the dense fog stubbornly lingers. Late afternoon 
arrives and with it a fog-chasing breeze. At last the over-strained eyes of the skipper and look-outs find 
rest on the green, sunbathed hills of Western Australia. The ship picks up speed as the twin, brass 
blades bite into the trackless waters of the Indian Ocean. Powerful diesels endlessly gulp in fresh air, 
only to belch it out again – polluted. Darkness descends, watches are changed and routine becomes a 
habit. As the ship approaches the enemy-controlled waters, one can almost feel the sleek monster quiver 
in anticipation of what lies ahead.  
 
Before the first rays of the spring dawn appear, the penetrating sound of the diving alarm rudely disrupts 
the routine. Look-outs, then officers, scramble down from the conning tower bridge as squirrels from a 
burning tree. Diesels are silenced, vents sealed and the grinning monster slowly, yet confident and 
eager, disappears into the black depths. As the sun rises out of the choppy sea looking for some object, 
to focus its beams upon, only a slender, dull-grey, vertical tube can be seen mysteriously cutting through 
the wastes of water, seemingly guided along by a small eye at the uppermost end. Within two hours the 
periscope’s eye detects the southern coast of Java. Lombok Straits lie dead ahead! Tension mounts as 
the ship cautiously enters the dangerous, enemy-held waterway. The day drags on, and it is well after 
dark before word is passed that the Straits have been successfully traversed. Due to extremely swift and 
dangerous currents, the three-mile passage has taken one entire day to pass through. The ship is now in 
enemy waters – Java Sea. 
 
As the glow in the western sky fades and darkness descends, the protruding eye of the periscope 
searches the surface. Satisfying itself that all is clear, it retracts into its armor-protected socket. Then 
suddenly upon the objectless black surface, the monster appears as if mysteriously dropped from the sky 
by a giant, unseen hand. Men and diesels gulp greedily of the fresh, pure, God-given air, thankful to be 
alive once again in a world of air-consuming things. The ship now heads in a general easterly direction, 
extremely watchful and ever zig-zagging in an irregular, cleverly devised, yet almost childlike pattern, 
intended to prevent an unseen enemy from accurately plotting its course. So the monster continues, day 
after day, gliding just beneath the reach of the wildest storm, or again under sun-kissed seas, constantly 
watching and listening for sounds or sights that will indicate the presence of a potential object to be 
eagerly preyed upon. Night after night it suddenly appears in an uncanny manner unpredictable in its 
new location.  



 
The night of June the second was clear. Those fortunate enough to be on watch in the fresh air found 
themselves, with very little effort, somewhere in their youthful past cruising on a peaceful lake with that 
certain young lady. For a moment that warm pressure around their waist became a soft arm. Yes, without 
these memories of the past and the presently-unattainable dreams of the future, life indeed would be 
meaningless. Suddenly the forward starboard look-out rudely but effectively transforms the dream world 
into stark reality, and he calls: “Object sighted – bearing zero – four – five!” The warm arm suddenly 
disappears. A G.I., air-filled life-belt is left in its place. 
 
High above the bridge the concave screen of the radar strained inquisitively, alert as a deer at the first 
scent of the hunter. Before the skipper could distinguish the dark outline through his ‘eight-powers’, word 
is passed from below that radar had picked up not one, but two distinct objects on the screen. “Battle-
stations, gun!,” a voice barks from the inter-com system, sending all living things within its reach into 
immediate action as if charged with Niagara power. Seconds later there appeared on the wet, deserted 
deck, two small groups of grim looking men; one group expertly clustered around the already limbered 
and loaded forward deck gun; the other group manned the after gun. The monster, straining to control 
itself, had picked up the scent and was eager for a kill. Minutes passed – tense, busy, prayer-filled 
minutes as the distance slowly closed; then the order came, “Target location fifteen points off the 
starboard bow, range 1000 yards, fire when ready!” 
 
By this time the straining eyes of the crew had become fully accustomed to the darkness and could make 
out the objects quite clearly. Then, seemingly out of the inky-black waters there came the familiar, fire-
trailing sight of the tracer bullets. Other eyes had also become accustomed to the darkness and now 
were directing potent, steel-encased pills into the grinning mouth of the monster. Suddenly the forward 
five-inch cut loose, shattering the night air with a roar that almost deafened the cotton-filled ears of her 
attendants, and before the shell had completed the upward climb of her arc, the after five-inch sent her 
charge soaring in hot pursuit. Over and over the sweat-covered, human machines filled, emptied, and 
filled again the steel-belching guns. However, the arrival of a third object brought the battle to an abrupt 
halt. The order was passed to dive. In spite of the grave situation, the sight of ten husky crewmen all 
attempting to enter a two-by-three hatch, created quite a picture. Nevertheless by the time the echo from 
the last gun had been swallowed up in the darkness, decks became deserted, hatches were secured and 
the monster, unable to overcome the odds in its present position, slipped silently into the cool, choppy 
depths, leaving behind only the hissing sound of hot guns being rapidly cooled by black salt-water. 
 
No sooner had the monster disappeared than two, black, self-propelling shapes effortlessly ejected 
themselves from its retreating tail. There followed a seemingly endless pause – a pause in which 170 
human ears eagerly, almost fiendishly, anticipated that never-to-be-forgotten concussion so pregnant 
with death. And then they came – after one hour-long minute – the two muffled, nauseating roars as the 
leading ships in the group were blasted out of the water, only to return in fragmented pieces. Lights 
dimmed, dishes rattled, faces relaxed and almost smiled for a moment. Someone said, “Two down, one 
to go.” It didn’t seem fair, those shrieking human, Japanese souls, blindly and painfully clutching for 
something, anything to hang on to. But then how could it be fair – this was war! 
 
By now the first inclination of dawn appeared and from the scanning eye of the periscope one could 
make out the rapidly approaching shape of the third ship. On she came, hatefully driven by revenge, 
deliberately ignoring the screaming human forms frantically struggling to stay afloat in the debris-strewn, 
oil covered waters. Suddenly into those same waters, there again appeared two twenty-one foot, steel-
shattering objects; direct cause of hundreds of gold stars, purple hearts and watery graves. Out they 
whined, spewn from the grinning mouth of the monster, gradually coming around in perfect obedience to 
the previously set controls that regulate their course. But wait – something’s wrong! The torpedoes 
should have straightened out and boldly intercepted the approaching ship, eager to sew a pattern of 
crushing depth charges on its mortal enemy. Still they swung, picking up speed in a determination to 
reach their goal – any goal. The tell-tale scream was unmistakable as the small propeller blades cut 
through the salt waters. At once every man was aware of the impending danger, for a runaway torpedo 



can neither be controlled nor stopped short of an explosion. Before the first drop of sweat could strike the 
deck, the scream became a blood-curdling roar as it approached, passed overhead and faded in the 
distance. That was number one, where was number two? 
 
During the momentary interval that existed, the crew had changed. Seconds before they had been 
fearless, obedient machines, eager for adventure and revenge. Now as one looks about into the various, 
separated, watertight compartments, one can see those same machines suddenly having been 
transformed into souls again – God-concerned souls. Knees that had not bent in penitence since child-
hood under the loving direction of patient mothers, now gave way; eyes that had now known this type of 
fear since Dad had taken them to the wood-shed, now searched wide-eyed for an indication of a ruptured 
compartment; and ears that minutes before had heard with joy and exultation the roar of sudden death to 
countless Japanese souls, were not compelled to listen, terror-stricken for the sound that would indicate 
their own death. This indeed was an enemy that could not be reckoned with, for it could neither be 
guided nor dodged in these black depths. Years passed during the thirty second interval, this scream 
became once again a terrifying roar as the second lethal killer blindly flashed by just above the forward 
deck. The angel of death had again passed over. 
 
Ten minutes later the monster was safely lying on the sandy, coral-infested bottom, silently hiding. Now 
the game began; the cat above searching, listening for the slightest sound that would indicate the 
presence of the mouse hidden somewhere in the depths below. Above one could hear the throb of 
Japanese-made propellers, relentlessly crisscrossing back and forth 280 feet above in the pure air. 
Morning arrived and with it came the final test for man and monster alike – depth charges, capable of 
rupturing every seam and joint. The sickening sound of nearby explosions shook the 2000 tons of steel 
as if it were a water-logged timber resting on the bottom. Seconds became minutes – minutes became 
hours and then at last the attack ceased as abruptly as it had begun. What peace! 
 
The undamaged Seth Thomas bolted to the wall indicated the presence of darkness in that glorious 
region above. Another hour passed. Then slowly the large, brass blades began to churn into the soft 
sand that had so tenderly held them. Cautiously, ever listening, the grey hulk began to ascend from the 
sea floor in search of air. Fifteen minutes later look-outs had taken their places and the four rested 
diesels were consuming great quantities of inexhaustible fresh air, mixed with portions of delicious fuel 
oil. Human machines too, temporarily thankful to God, were feeding their lungs and stomachs with air 
and ham sandwiches. The moon arose – the patrol continued. 
 

 
 

I hope and pray Dad’s smile will bring a smile to your face today! 
We have so much to thank God for! 



 
Our family enjoyed a wonderful three days together at the Vander Broek family Fair Haven cottage! 

 
Nolan is so friendly and so excited to be five months old that he just had to say Hi to you! 

 

 

Angela Denison, Chief Inspiration Officer 
     Cell: 616-304-3890 
     Email: adenison@pastorcarewm.org 
 
John & Sue Smith, Chief Encouragement Officers 
     Cell: 616-304-8543 
     Email: jsmith@pastorcarewm.org 

 

Thank you for your prayers and financial support! 
Checks payable to: PastorCare West Michigan 8056 Burlingame Ave. SW Bryon Center, MI  49315.   
There are instructions on the PastorCare West Michigan website donation page for Zelle® and PayPal. 
www.pastorcarewm.org 
 


